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Complex traits can require the accumulation of multiple mutations that are individually deleterious. Their
evolution requires a fitness valley to be crossed, which can take relatively long time spans. A new
evolutionary mechanism is described that accelerates the emergence of complex phenotypes, based on a
‘‘division of labor’’ game and the occurrence of cheaters. If each intermediate mutation leads to a product
that can be shared with others, the complex type can arise relatively quickly as an emergent property among
cooperating individuals, without any given individual having to accumulate all mutations. Moreover, the
emergence of cheaters that destroy cooperative interactions can lead to the emergence of individuals that
have accumulated all necessary mutations on a time scale that is significantly faster than observed in the
absence of cooperation and cheating. Application of this mechanism to somatic and microbial evolution is
discussed, including evolutionary processes in tumors, biofilms, and viral infections.

C
omplex traits can arise from the interactions among multiple genes. They can emerge through different
evolutionary pathways. In some cases, the evolution of complex traits involves the accumulation of several
beneficial mutations. In other cases, however, their evolution requires the accumulation of multiple

mutations, each of which is individually neutral or deleterious. A fitness advantage is only attained when all
mutations have been acquired (sign epistasis). In such cases, evolution involves the crossing of a fitness valley1–3.
While recombination can bring together multiple mutations within an organism, evolution in asexual popula-
tions depends on the sequential accumulation of mutations within a lineage. This can occur by two basic
mechanisms. The complex trait can emerge following the sequential fixation of intermediate mutants by drift.
This is only likely to occur in small populations where deleterious mutants have a chance to reach fixation. On the
other hand, the advantageous type can reach fixation following temporary low level drift of intermediate mutants.
This has been called ‘‘stochastic tunneling’’4 and is likely to occur in larger populations where deleterious mutants
cannot reach fixation. The dynamics of valley crossing depend on the mutational pathways and parameters, such
as the number of intermediate mutants, their selective disadvantage, and mutation rates. The rate at which the
fitness valley is crossed, and thus the time until the advantageous phenotype emerges, has been analyzed
mathematically1–9.

In the context of asexual populations, the fitness valley crossing dynamics investigated so far require the
sequential accumulation of mutations within individuals. However, if individuals share gene products as public
goods, a form of parallel evolution can occur in which the complex trait arises not within one individual, but as an
emergent property among cooperating individuals10 through ‘‘division of labor’’ dynamics11–13. Production of
public goods is a well-known occurrence among microorganisms14,15, and has been documented to occur in tumor
cell populations10,16–18. This paper examines fitness valley crossing dynamics in the context of division of labor,
focusing on the time it takes for the complex trait to arise. It is found that the complex trait invades significantly
faster as an emerging property of a cooperating population than through sequential evolution. Interestingly, the
evolution of cheaters, which destroy the cooperation dynamics, enables all the mutations to accumulate within
one individual on a time scale that is much faster than with sequential evolution. Applications of this accelerated
crossing of fitness valleys are discussed in the context of somatic and microbial evolutionary processes.

Results
We consider an agent-based model that describes a habitat which can be occupied by maximally N asexual
individuals, i.e. it contains N spots that are either occupied by an individual or empty. Each individual occupies a
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defined spot. At each time step, an individual reproduces with a given
probability, and a target spot for the offspring is chosen randomly
from a neighborhood of K cells, defined by a ‘‘reproduction radius’’
(supplementary materials). A small radius corresponds to a spatially
structured system while larger radii converge to a mass action
assumption. Successful reproduction only occurs if the target spot
is empty. Further, at each time step, an individual can die with a
probability D. Since space is limited, individuals compete for empty
spots. At the boundary, individuals are simply assumed to have fewer
neighbors (although periodic boundary have conditions have also
been implemented, without any qualitative changes in the results).

Several kinds of individuals are considered that differ in their
genetic make-ups and replication kinetics. Consider the existence
of m genes that express certain products. Wild-types carry un-
mutated genes in all sites, and have reproduction probability R. It
is assumed that a mutation can occur in each of these sites, leading to
the production of altered gene products. Further, if all m genes are
mutated the individual gains a fitness advantage compared to the
wild-type, i.e. it reproduces with a probability R1. However, if only a
subset of the genes is mutated, the individual carries a fitness cost
compared to the wild-type, reproducing with a probability R2.

In a division-of-labor scenario (Figure 1), we assume that these
partial mutant types can share gene products and cooperate with

each other through ‘‘public goods’’ to increase fitness. Hence, if
within a defined ‘‘cooperation radius’’ (supplementary material),
the missing products are provided by at least one individual per site,
these can be utilized by the agent, conferring a fitness advantage
compared to the wild-type. In this case, the enhanced fitness is an
emergent property of a cooperating population. The size of the radius
determines how many agents a given cooperator can help. Like the
reproduction radius, the cooperation radius is also defined by a
neighborhood of K cells, and these two radii are assumed to be
identical throughout the paper. Because producing public goods typ-
ically confers a fitness cost19,20, an amount f is subtracted from the
fitness of an agent for each cooperating site. The model also takes
account of cheating with respect to the individual sites. A cheater
produces a gene product at reduced levels, only available to itself, and
thus avoids the fitness cost f. We explore two scenarios in which wild-
types do and do not benefit from public goods. Both can be realistic,
depending on the biological system. For reference, the parameters of
this model are summarized in Table 1.

We note that several variations in these assumptions can reas-
onably be assumed but that they do not influence the results reported
here on a qualitative level. This is explored in the supplementary
materials, where we considered the following variations: differences
in the reproduction and cooperation radii; the occurrence of a fitness
cost in relation to the amount of product that is being produced
(leading to a small fitness cost for cheaters, a bigger cost for coop-
erators, and none for wild-types); and the occurrence of a fitness
penalty for each intermediate, deleterious mutation that is accumu-
lated.

The simulations are started with all spots filled with wild-type
individuals. Upon reproduction, for each site a mutation can lead
to the expression of the altered gene product as a public good.
Similarly, a mutation can generate a cheater with respect to this site,
with lower expression. A cheating gene can further be generated from
the corresponding cooperating gene. In each case, back-mutations
can occur. These mutational processes are summarized in Figure 1,
and equal mutation rates u are assumed for simplicity. For additional
modeling details, see supplementary material.

The simplest case assumes no division of labor. In order for the fit
m-hit mutant (complex trait) to arise the population must cross a
fitness valley, a process that has been extensively studied mathemat-
ically and is not explored further3. We call this ‘‘sequential evolu-
tion’’.

Next, assume the generation of cooperators, but the absence of
cheaters for the case where wild-types do not benefit from public
goods. Now, the complex trait can arise, not within one individual,
but also as an emergent property of a cooperating population with
enhanced fitness, which becomes dominant (Figure 2a, 3a). This
happens significantly faster than the emergence of the m-hit mutant
in sequential evolution (Figure 2a). The simultaneous presence of at
least one cooperator for each site within the cooperation radius, and
thus a sufficiently large radius and mutation rate, are required for this
to be possible. Note, however, that the m-hit mutant, cooperating at
each site, will never invade because it carries the maximal fitness cost.
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Figure 1 | Selection-mutation diagram for the case m52. The lower-case

letters a and b denote the unmutated copy of the two genes. The capital

letters are mutations giving rise to a cooperating phenotype with respect to

the given site. For example, "Ab" denotes a cooperator with respect to the

first site, with an unmutated second site. Star indicates a cheater with

respect to the given site. The mutations are represented by arrows and the

corresponding mutation rates are marked. For simplicity, in this diagram

we omitted back-mutations. The fitness of all the types in the presence and

in the absence of cooperation is given at the bottom of the diagram,

underneath the specific types. For illustration purposes, we used the

smaller number of loci, m52. A larger number of loci would make a

graphical representation intractable. Most simulations were run with

m.2.

Table 1 | Parameters of the model

Parameter meaning

N Maximal number of individuals in the system
K Number of cells in the neighborhood, defined by the cooperation and reproduction radii that are assumed to be equal
m Number of loci that need to be mutated to achieve the complex phenotype
R Reproduction probability of the wild-type
R1 Reproduction probability of the complex phenotype or when all products are provided as shared goods.
R2 Probability of intermediate mutants in the absence of shared goods.
D Death probability for individuals.
f Cooperation cost, subtracted from the reproduction probability for each cooperating locus.
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If we assume that wild-types can also benefit from public goods, the
complex phenotype cannot arise as an emerging property of coop-
erating individuals that become dominant (Figure 3b). This is
because cooperation increases the wild-type fitness, while cooperat-
ing agents pay a cost and thus have a relative disadvantage. They are
maintained by the wild-type through mutations. Because wild-type
and cooperators enjoy increased fitness from the public goods, how-
ever, they still persist at significantly higher levels compared to the
partial mutants in the sequential evolution scenario.

Next, assume the generation of cheaters. In this case the dynamics
are similar regardless of whether the wild-type cells benefit from
public goods. Since cheating at a given locus increases fitness relative
to the cooperating phenotype, cheaters quickly become more dom-
inant (Figure 3). Cooperators are maintained by cheaters and wild-
types through mutation, at a level given by

Nc<
Rz

f
uK 1{

D
Rz

� �
ð1Þ

per site per cooperating neighborhood (this approximation is valid if
u=f vv1). If the level Nc is relatively low, the cooperating phenotype
at any given locus goes extinct frequently within the local interaction
radius through stochastic effects. The lower the level of Nc, the higher
the frequency of extinction events. The local extinction leads to a
local crisis of the cooperators/cheaters, their average fitness plunging
from R1 to R2. If at this time, an m-hit mutant is present, this
reduction in average fitness will allow it to be selected for and to
quickly become the dominant population (Figure 3). In this setting
the m-hit mutant arises significantly faster than in the sequential
evolution scenario (Figure 2). It does so for two reasons: (1) High
level replication of cooperators/cheaters ensures fast generation of
mutants. While with sequential evolution intermediate mutants rep-
licate at relatively low levels, they replicate at much higher levels in
the cooperator/cheater scenario, allowing mutations to be accumu-
lated faster. This is quantified in a Figure 4a. (2) Cheaters reduce the
average fitness of the cooperator/cheater population, thus conferring
a selective advantage to the m-hit mutant, without which it would not
surge to dominance. This point is demonstrated further in Figure 4b,
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Figure 2 | Distribution of times until the complex phenotype reaches 90% of the total population, based on repeated runs of the computer simulation.
(a) Scenario where wild-types do not benefit from shared goods. Time until emergence of the m-hit mutant is longest for the ‘‘sequential evolution’’

scenario. Cooperator-cheater dynamics significantly speed up the emergence of the m-hit mutant. In this case, even before the m-hit mutant arises, the

complex phenotype arises as an emerging property among cooperating individuals. (b) Scenario where wild-types do benefit from shared goods. In this

case, the complex phenotype cannot become dominant as an emergent property among cooperating individuals. Nevertheless, cooperator-cheater

dynamics significantly accelerate the emergence of the m-hit mutant compared to the ‘‘sequential evolution’’ scenario. Parameters were chosen as follows.

Grid size51003100; m55; R50.15; R150.5; R250.135; D50.1; f51/70; u53.1731023; cooperation and replication radii 5 10. (c,d) Assuming only 2 loci

does not alter basic conclusions, shown for the scenario where wild-types do not benefit from shared goods. This is demonstrated in the context of smaller

(c) and larger (d) radii. Parameters are as in (a) and (b), except the following: (c) m52; u52.5231025. (d) m52; cooperation and replication radii 5 30;

u5231025.
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which depicts the emergence of various cell populations in time and
space, and which shows that the m-hit mutants emerge in local areas
where fitness of the agents has been reduced by cheating.

Note that while our results have been presented in the context of
five loci, they are not dependent on assuming a relatively large num-
ber of loci. Figures 2c&d show that results hold true even for the
smallest number of loci, i.e. two.

An obvious requirement for the occurrence of the accelerated
evolution through cooperation/cheating is that the m-hit mutant
does not arise almost instantly during sequential evolution, which
would occur if the mutation rate were too high relative to the number
of involved loci. In this case, the two evolutionary pathways would
not be discernible. To explore the effect of further parameters,
Figure 5 shows how the outcome depends on parameters K and
R1. The results of numerical simulations show that division of labor
dynamics accelerate evolution for relatively small parameters R1 and
K. This is in agreement with formula (1) (see solid lines in figure 5),
which states that for larger R1 and K the number of cooperators in
each individual neighborhood becomes too large, and is unlikely to
go extinct stochastically. Since it is frequent extinction events that
allow the m-hit mutant to dominate the population of cheaters/
cooperators, the number Nc in equation (1) must be relatively small
to ensure the rapid emergence of the m-hit mutants. It further follows
from formula (1) that the number of cooperators in a given neigh-
borhood is proportional to the product of u, the mutation rate, and K,
the neighborhood size. Thus increasing u or K will have a similar
effect on the dynamics of cooperation. Other aspects of parameter

dependence of our results are discussed in the supplementary mate-
rials. In all cases, the defining condition for the accelerated emer-
gence of m-hit mutants is that the number of cooperators in the
individual neighborhoods must be sufficiently low, such that stoch-
astic extinction is likely.

Discussion
Cooperation and division of labor is a common theme in biology,
where interactions among independent agents can give rise to emer-
gent properties21. Different individuals, belonging to the same or dif-
ferent species, can cooperate. Cells of an organism certainly cooperate
in complex ways, and a multitude of cooperative interactions are
observed among single celled organisms, both prokaryotic and eukar-
yotic. An enormous literature in evolutionary biology has accumu-
lated, analyzing such cooperative interactions (e.g. reviewed in22–25).
Most of the literature concentrates on identifying conditions under
which cooperation and division of labor can evolve11,13,14,20,22–31, and
how it can persist in the face of cheaters19,20. Among game theoretic
approaches, the prisoner’s dilemma framework22 has been subject to
much investigation, and spatially restricted interactions have been
shown to promote the resistance of cooperative dynamics against
cheaters, due to formation of cooperator clusters32. In their insightful
paper, Lehmann and Keller33 classify the conditions required for the
evolution of altruism and cooperation.

Our study, in contrast, focuses on a different question. In our
system, the conditions for cooperation / division of labor to emerge
and persist are satisfied and we do not pose the question of whether
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radii 5 10.
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cooperation can exist. Instead of examining the evolution of coop-
eration, we investigated how division of labor and cooperative inter-
actions can give rise to emergent properties that influence other
evolutionary processes, i.e. the emergence of a complex phenotype.
In the division-of-labor game considered here, we showed that the
occurrence of cooperation and cheating can contribute to and accel-
erate the evolution of complex traits. Cooperation may enable the
complex trait to arise as an emerging property across different indi-
viduals on a relatively short time-scale. It also allows for higher-level
replication of intermediate mutants, which contributes to the faster
accumulation of multiple mutations by individuals. Cheating is
essential to significantly speed up the invasion of the m-hit mutants
compared to sequential evolution, because it lowers the fitness of the
dominant cooperating populations and provides the m-hit mutant a
relative fitness advantage. Without cheating, m-hit mutants would
not enjoy a selective advantage over the dominant populations.

It is important to note that competition for reproduction sites is a
crucial component of the model. In the sequential evolution scenario,

the intermediate mutants are kept at a low selection-mutation bal-
ance, which very much contributes to the long time it takes for the
m-hit mutant to arise in this case. Without competition, the inter-
mediate mutants would not be maintained at the selection-mutation
balance. Further, in the scenario where there is cooperation but no
competition, we note that while the complex phenotype can arise as
an emerging property, the m-hit mutant cannot invade because it
does not have a fitness advantage over the ‘‘collection of coopera-
tors’’. Cheaters temporarily drive individual cooperators extinct,
allowing the m-hit mutant to have a fitness advantage. All these
processes are dependent on the presence of a fixed number of repro-
ductive sites for which individuals compete.

The basic patterns of dynamics hold over a large part of the para-
meter space (see formula (1) and Supplementary materials), and also
under alternative model assumptions regarding the costs associated
with intermediate mutants, the penalties that can be associated with
cooperating and cheating, and the radii of cooperation and repro-
duction. We observed an acceleration of m-hit mutant emergence
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through cooperation and cheating both in spatially restricted and
mass-action settings. Although restricted radii are more realistic
because one individual likely can only provide a gene product to a
limited number of others, the cooperation radius needs to be suffi-
ciently large to enable all cooperators to be simultaneously present.

The dynamics described in this paper are likely applicable to so-
matic and microbial evolutionary processes. One example is the
process of carcinogenesis, where tumor cells can either sequentially

accumulate multiple mutations required for malignant growth, or
individual mutations can be spread among different cooperating cell
clones, specific examples of which are discussed in the litera-
ture10,16–18. Further, the presence of tumor cell clones that fit the
definition of cheaters in this context has been documented34,35.
Additional investigations and parameter measurements are needed
to determine whether the cooperator-cheater dynamics can lead to
the accelerated emergence of multi-hit mutants that are responsible
for malignancy. Another relevant example are biofilms where coop-
eration and division of labor have been extensively documented in
the literature15,30,36. Again, directed experimental work and para-
meter estimates are needed to examine whether the cooperator-chea-
ter dynamics can speed up the crossing of fitness valleys in specific
microbial systems. It is important to note that the theory presented
here is essential to serve as a guide to identify specific instances in
which cooperation/cheating can accelerate evolutionary processes in
these biological systems. Our theory has identified a new evolution-
ary pathway, and defined the conditions when it can apply, and is
thus essential for the design of experiments aimed at finding exam-
ples in nature.

While in most candidate cases found in the literature, lack of
appropriate data prevents a detailed application and parameteriza-
tion of the model for specific biological systems, there is one example
where it is presently possible. This is the evolution of immune escape
in human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection37, in particular
the escape of the virus from cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL). They kill
infected cells and are thought to be crucial for the control of HIV.
Multiple parts of the virus (epitopes) can be simultaneously targeted
by different CTL clones, and this tends to occur in some patients that
control the virus population at relatively low levels38–40. In order to
escape multiple CTL clones, accumulation of mutations in multiple
loci (epitopes) are required by the virus41. When all loci have been
mutated (creating an m-hit mutant), the virus can grow unopposed
and thus has a fitness advantage compared to the wild-type. When
only a subset of loci are mutated, however, the virus can still be
targeted by CTL and cannot grow unopposed. In fact, escape muta-
tions have been shown to be associated with a fitness cost, in accord-
ance with our assumptions38,42. Certain types of escape mutants
(called T cell antagonists) not only gain a benefit for themselves,
but also modulate the CTL, such that they do not kill cells infected
with alternative virus strains that do not bear this mutation43,44.
Hence, they show a degree of cooperation45. While cooperation or
division of labor does not occur through secretion of a shared good, it
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occurs by negatively influencing a shared enemy, which has the same
effect. The traditional types of escape mutants only provide an
advantage for themselves by not being recognized, and do not benefit
other virus strains37. They can thus be considered cheaters in the
context of our theory. The supplementary material describes an
adaptation of our model to this system and discusses advantages
and limitations of this approach. Importantly, estimates for most
model parameters are available in the literature. The parameterized
model suggests that the cooperator/cheater pathway might be sig-
nificantly sped up, and might in fact be essential for the emergence of
an m-hit escape mutant. While further studies are required to exam-
ine these evolutionary dynamics in greater depth (see supplementary
materials), this is the most detailed application that is currently pos-
sible according to our knowledge.

One aspect we have so far not explored in our model is the
potential effect of recombination on the evolutionary dynamics.
In many situations, this is not applicable because we consider
asexual populations. However, recombination can occur in micro-
bial systems, and it can occur with HIV because it has a diploid
genome46. The effect of recombination on the emergence of multi-
hit mutants has been found to be complex and dependent on the
particular scenarios and assumptions considered47–50. In our model,
recombination can potentially affect the evolutionary dynamics
both in the sequential evolution and in the cooperation/cheater
scenarios. In the context of the main model analyzed here, we
ran the simulations of Figure 3 with the assumption that recom-
bination can occur. The results are shown in Figure 6, and the
exact model assumptions are described in the figure legend.
Recombination does not significantly change the time to emer-
gence of the m-hit mutant with the sequential evolution scenario
in this parameter regime, because intermediate mutants are kept at
low levels and are unlikely to meet. On the other hand, recom-
bination significantly speeds up the emergence of the m-hit mutant
with the cooperation/cheater pathway. Cooperation allows the col-
lection of intermediate mutants to attain high levels, facilitating
recombination. Similar results are observed for the HIV scenario,
which is shown in a figure in the supplementary materials. While
recombination accelerates evolution in the context of the coopera-
tor/cheater pathway, it actually slows it down in the context of
sequential evolution. Thus, the notions described here hold in the
context of recombination. Note, however, that a comprehensive
study of recombination in the various scenarios and parameter
regimes is beyond the scope of the current paper and subject of
future work.

Methods
Our results are based on the analysis of stochastic, agent-based models that follow
specific rules, described in the main text. The models have been analyzed both by
numerical simulations and analytical techniques. The model was coded in FORTRAN
and run on a cluster of workstations. In addition, ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) were formulated in order to describe aspects of this system and to obtain
analytical insights regarding the equilibrium levels of the various populations under
considerations and to understand the dynamics observed in the agent-based model.
The ODEs were analyzed by standard techniques. Details of calculations are given in
the Supplementary Materials.
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